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Senate Approves
Student Judiciary
The Senate this week gave tentative approval to a Student
Judiciary and voted to devote a special meeting next Tuesday to
detailed discussion of the proposal.

The Plan now goes to the University dent involved, meet with the Board
Committee on Administration for in closed session before the trial and
comment before the Senate meets explain such circumstances as mental
again. If passed by the Senate the bill or emotional instability and request
might go for a referendum vote, then that the court turn the case over to
to the Administration for enactment. his care." The court could do so by a
The Judiciary proposal calls for a majority vote.
three-level, two branch court system.
The court uould find the acStudents, the two Deans, some College cused guilty or not
guilty. In
Deans, and at least one faculty mem- both cases the findings
uould imber will work on different levels of the mediately be sent
to the appropricourt. The Judiciary will have com- ate Dean.
If guilty the court
plete authority in all matters involv- would
also recommend pun i
ing students, except for academic
ment.
cases.
According to the proposal. the Dean
On the first level of the system
then could accept the decision of the
is a separate court for men and court
and implement the punishment,
%omen, of nine members each, or the
Dean could ask for a retrial by
three from each upper-class, plus the Court
of Appeals, the third and
three freshman observers. Mem- highest level
court. A finding by the
bers will be elected by the Senate. Court of Appeals
would be final.
The second level, called the Board
Should the accused be dissatisfied
of Appeals is made up of combined with the court's decision,
he would
lower courts, with an adviser ap- have right of appeal
to the second
pointed by the administration.
level, or Board of Appeals, made up
The final and highest level is the of at least 10 members
of the two
President Elliott picked a good das to pay his first visit to the
Court of Appeals. The two Deans. lower courts.
the campus are acting president Crossland, President Elliott, Universits- campus. Seen here looking over
Dean of the College of the accused.
and William Irvine, Dean of IMP.
The trial itself would be conducted
one other member from the adminis- by a member of the
(Staff photo by Banning)
court appointed as
tration, presidents of the lower courts, prosecutor. Court
members would
and a student appointed by the Senate rotate the duty. Court
members could
comprise the highest court. It will also ask questions
of the accused or
have final and complete authority.
of witnesses. The accused could
repreIf adopted, the Judiciary would sent himself, or be
work in the following way. The lowest person appointed by represented by a
him. Parents, on
court level has authority to hear all request, could have
an observer prescases -involving infraction of Uni- ent in the court.
versity and general student rules," proThe trial uould he open to the
vided that the appropriate Dean (of
public and press, except for the
By Terri Hibbard
Men or Women) think the offense seritinie ,.hen the Dean asked to imous enough to %arrant trial. But no
With his quiet manner, honest eyes and winning smile, new University
President Dr. Lloyd H. action could be taken against a stu- pose punishment personally beElliott will quickly gain the affection of the student body.
dent except through the court system. cause of emotional or mental
condition of the accused.
Dr. Elliott arrived on campus MonIn other uords a case would
In his discussions with Irvine, the local problem, but one that has deThe accused would have the normal
Jay afternoon and left on Tuesday new president said that
not
go
to
court
without
the
Dean's
the problems veloped all over the nation, he said.
rights granted under our legal system,
evening. During this time, his main of admissions, transfers,
recommendation, but on the other
and of better Curing Problem
except that a trial could be reopened,
tasks were to go over the Budget prob- coordination between the
two camThe first step in curing the problem. hand the Dean could do nothing on sufficient cause, even after
a findlems, meet with Dean William Irvine puses were taken up. Better
acquaint- said Elliott. is to get serious minded except through the court.
ing of not-guilty.
of U.M.P.. arrange for some minor ance between the tv.o student
The
only
exception
is
"...
that
a
bodies mature students who know why they
repairs in his university home, and to is one goal of program and Dr.
Elliott are going to college and what purpose Dean may, if it is felt best for the stusee the campus.
said that the possibility of a "U.M.P. their education will serve. Too many
Day" similar to our "High School students are here just because "It's
Rose Early
the thing to do" or as an escape from
This last task was accomplished a Day" will be looked into.
Major Problem
the military service.
!ittle sooner than expected when Dr.
Another part of the remedy should
Elliott and Dean Irvine who were
The major problem to be faced on
,taying in the guest room at North this campus, said the new President. be a time in the college years when the
Estabrooke. were accidentally called is the lack of a central focus in edu- student can sit back and look at his
By Joyee-marie 4:rockett
5:30 a.m. The men rose, dressed cation. This has come about. he con- education as an over-all picture, and
Margaret E. Mahar, of Lewiston, a
and then were surprised to discover tinued. as a result of too much then decide whether or not it is meet- junior majoring in Business and EcoThe WSGA committee working on
'hat it was only 6 a.m. Having ample encouragement on the "cafeteria style" ing his goal.
nomics, has been named Business the judiciary will "wait and see just
Job
Differences
me to kill before breakfast, the two education. that is, "a little of this
Manager of the Maine Campus by the what the General Student Senate
and
In describing the difference between
:oured the campus in the early morn- a little of that" with little concern
Student-Faculty
Committee on Stu- does," said Edith G. Wilson. dean of
as
ng
women. when asked to comment by
to the total outcome. This is not a
dent Publications.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
the
"Campus" on the status of the
Mahar,
Miss
a member of Delta
Delta Delta sorority. the Maine Mar- proposed women's judiciary plan.
keting Club, and the Sailing Club has
Miss Wilson said that she felt
that
had experience in business advertising the proposed
senate plan had adjusted
in the past and assumes the "Campus" its aims quite
well to those expressed
job as of next week's issue.
in the WSGA judiciary plan.
"It is,
A new policy of salary for the in most respects, a construct
ive aid to
Editor and Business Manager of the the program now in effect."
she said.
"Campus" has been recommended by
The
women
SAE officers and Alumni officials denied a story in last week's versity has no policy regarding the the Student-Faculty Committee and chance to air students v.ill have a
their views on the two
been approved. This policy now
Campus that their house will lose its national status and close for number of times a house can be fined has
provides the equivalent of one year's proposals at the annual WSGA assemthree years because of recent social probation.
or put on probation before losing its tuition and fees for these two posi- bly on Thursday. April 24. at
3:15 in
place on campus.
They said that, thus far, they have regrettable.
tions. However, the policy is retro- the Women's gymnasium.
heard nothing from their national and
active in regards to the Editor and
"I feel that the information should
New officers for the coming
The local SAE chapter is now unyear
nothing from the administration ex- have been kept within the realm of
Business Manager of the past year, will
be announced at the i..ssembly
der administration of an Alumni Com.
they
and
will receive reimbursement. Those
cept for probation itself. The Univer- the national fraternity and the local
running for office are: presimission. Some normal functions, parsity Committee on Administration has chapter. At this point, I am unaware
dent. Elizabeth Pope. JotIlen Anderticularly finances, are controlled by
not yet discussed the question. accord- of any action taken by any party conson: vice president. Barbara
the Alumni group. Before national
York.
mg to Dean of Men John E. Stewart. cerned excepting that already taken
Martha Butler; secretary. Ellen ShiSAE would act to suspend the local
The story was based on information by the administration.
hies.
Margaret Thompson: treasurer.
chapter, the Alumni Commission
rum an "irresponsible" person in SAE No Commen
Julie Hanson. June Adams: social
t Asked
would meet and make recommendand not from a house officer. Albert
chairman, Jean Toothaker. Janet
"I wish to strongly emphasize that tions, according to Donald V. TaverHenry. house president, said. The reFletcher: assembis chairman. Ann
I was not asked for any comment nor ner, chairman of the Commission.
porter thought she was talking with
Hastings. Carolyn Rothw ell.
did I give one to any representative
a house officer.
Last week's story also said that vioA proposal to change the name of
of the Campus for last week's story."
lations of social rules by SAE was
Henry issued the following stateWomen's Student Government Association to Associated Women Students
Dean Stewart said that the SAE reported by their chaperon, Professor
ment after the Campus story apwill be voted on at the meeting. and
question has not been taken up by Richard Stuart. He did not, however,
peared:
Mrs. Norman Perkins of Bangor will
the Committee on Administration. It make a report directly to the Social
Facts Possible, Not Reality
present the A.A.U.W. award to an
"I wish to make clear that the facts is this Committee which would rec- Affairs Committee, but commented
outstanding senior girl.
listed in last week's article, although ommend withdrawal of the local chap- publicly on the party and confirmed
As in the past. v. omen sthdents u ill
possible, are not a reality at this time. ter. The house was fined last year information which the Committee albe expected to attend as much of the
[he article concerning the local Maine and on social probation the year be- ready had.
assembly as possible. Stutients uho
Nlpha chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsi- fore.
Dean Steuart refused to name the
have afternoon sessions should attend
But, according to Stewart, the Uni- other sources of information.
lon losing its national standing was
Tmirgarc'I Nla ha r
after these classes.

Elliott, New Maine Prexy,
Makes First Campus Visit

Miss Mahar
Joins'Campus'

'Facts Possible, But Not A
Reality,' Says SAE President

Spring Assembly
Will Consider Fate
Of WSGA Judiciary
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'No Damage Was Done'
Says Snow Removal Crew

A.

Campus Drive
For Good Will
To End Friday

•

Bill Farley
University Director of Buildings and Grounds Francis S
McGuire told the Campus that an investigation of the alleged mistreatment of student autos has produced "many versions of what
actually happened."
113

A, of Tuesday afternoon, approximately $1100 had been turned in to
the Good Will chest drive, according
to Barry Milieu. assistant to the Dean
of Men.
The drive, which ends Friday, has a
goal of $3000.
Although only a third of the goal
had been reached Tuesday. Milieu reported that only 40 of the 118 captains
had reported at that time with donations. "Well come pretty close," Mul
lett predicted.
The contest for the "Ugliest Man on
Campus." also a part of the drive,
closed Wednesday. Candidates included Eliot Rich, Ronald Hurd, William Lynch. James Hambelton, and
Donald Billett.
Of those groups whose captains
have reported in, the totals are as follows: Fraternities $315, Dormitories
$414, Organizations $186. and Faculty
$189.

Senator Robert Haskell
Will Address YGOP
Senator Robert Haskell, April 16;
Senator Allen Woodcock, April 23;
Representative Clifford McIntire. May
2 will address the Young Republicans
Club.
The University group is in charge
of the arrangements for the parade
for the YGOP Convention, held in
Bangor on May 2nd and 3rd.

The investigation came as a result
of a letter written by University student Marvin Herschfield (and signed
by 20 other students) describing an
incident wherein a snow removal
crew slammed student cars out of the
way with a plow after a March storm.
Refute Letter
At a meeting with his staff members. McGuire was told that crew
members claimed they did not slam
any cars. Further refuting Herschfield's version, they also claimed they
did not deliberately plow-in any autos.
McGuire was told "there was
always snow between the blade
and the autos, and the trucks
backed up only a foot or two ...
there was no ramming ... no
'metal-to-metal' pushing."
High school students from all over the state paid a visit to the UniHowever. McGuire told members
versity. campus last Saturday. Purpose of the visit was to familiarize
of his department that University
them with college life. Laurel Kealiher, a senior (front left) is
(Staff photo by Banning)
shown here with one of the groups.
policy had been violated. He then restated the policy, which calls for auto
moving by means of a tow only—and
only when the owner cannot be found.
Issue Counter-complaint
He said that crewmen issued a
Students interested in running for president should now be in their junior counter-complaint to the effect that
the offices of General Student Senate year. the vice president and secretary some students "do not cooperate in
president, vice president, secretary. should be sophomores. and the treastreasurer, should contact Paul Mac- urer should be a freshman.
MacLeod can be reached at 21 E
Leod. chairman of the nominations
South Apartments. Interested students
committee.
Those applying for the position of may also contact their senator.

Senate To Elect New Officers

FOR ARROW SHIRTS IN BANGOR
-4 POINTS TO

TIIE

. 3
6
§hei1071,1 (3
175'181 cxchancle Street •

Bangor

the snow-removal program." They
said that often students "watch at tilt
windows and do not claim their auto
mobiles until the cars have beer
moved to a cleaned area."
McGuire said that if any studen
had a car damaged during the incident
he should report to his office at 21):
Library.

Major Wooten
Visits U. Of M.
Major General Sidney C. Wootel
Commanding General XIII U. 5
Army Corps (Reserve). Ft. Devan•
Mass., visited the University ROT(
Unit Tuesday
Major Wooten. accompanied b
Colonel George W. Coffman, Con
manding officer. Headquarters, Main
Sector, Ft. Williams, Maine, witnesse
drill exercises, was briefed on the Un
versity ROTC program by Colon'
B. V. Bryant, Prof. of Military Scierk
and Tactics, and visited classes i
militry science.

Of course, you can
RENT Summer Formals
... and inexpensively!

Choose your size from the largest
IN-STOCK SERVICE in the State of
‘Iaine—we invite comparison of our
garments—cleaned and pressed immediately after every use—a few
dollars rents them for a most enjoyable evening.

1. .1. GOLDSIIITH
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Bi-Way Sport
open or closed
Either way, it's smart strategy. The
Bi-Way's exclusive Arafold collar
looks as zood as it feels (has stays to
keep it trim and neat). Perfect, too,
when worn with a tie. And the cool
open-weave fabric is yours in a smart
stripe or basket weave. Long or short
sleeves. From $4.00. Cluett,Peabody
& Co.) Inc.
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Painting By Harry Greaver Is
On Display In New York City
A painting by Harry Greaver, instructor in the department of art at
the University, has been accepted by
a jury for inclusion in the 11th Annual
Exhibition of the Knickerbocker Artists in New York City.
The painting will be on display at
the National Arts Club in New York
through April 17th. The Knickerbocker Artists is a group show open
to artists in the United States.
Greaver. trained at the University
of Kansas and the Los Angeles County
Art Institute, has been in group shows
throughout the country, as well as in

Maine at the Jessup Memorial Library in Bar Harbor, Portland Museum of Art. Rockland Museum, Blue
Hill Library, and the University.
His picture which will be shown in
the exhibit, "Evening Woods," is a
recent watercolor of the Maine woods.
Greaver has chosen the coast and
woods of Maine for his subject matter
since coming to the University three
years ago. Here he has taken a personal interest in "intimate views" of
the trees, rocks, dense undergrowth,
and coastal rocks and surf.

OFFICIAL

UNIVERSITY of MAINE

CLASS RINGS
ORDERS TAKEN WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

1. accompanied b
W. Coffman, Con
4eadquarters, Main
ns, Maine. witnesse
s briefed on the Un
rogram by Colons
F. of Military Seierk
visited classes i

Page neap

3 P.M. to 5 P.M.
at MEMORIAL UNION LOUNGE
$5.00 Deposit Required
Official Agent Willis Furtwengler
Sigma Phi Epsilon

FOR A CLOSER
ELECTRIC SHAVE
Conditions beard; helps tauten skin, counteracts perspiration;
makes it easy to get a clean, close shave. $1.10

44* .
For an English instructor Charlie (Card Sharp) Barrett seems to
in his hand—too well in fact. Its all abuse board, hossever, since be doing quite a-ell snith a deck of cards
participating in the annual "Ace of Spades— party held at the Unionhe was one of mans faculty mentlwrs
last Saturday night.
(Staff photo by Pearson)

Maine Speech Festival To Be Held
The University of Maine will sponsor a Maine Speech Festival for Maine
secondary school students on Saturday, April 19. William L. Whiting.
assistant professor of speech at the
University is in charge.
The festival is intended to encourage
better speech habits and to stimulate
interest in speech training. "It provides opportunity for students to compare their progress with participants
from other schools," Dr. Wofford
Gardner. speech department head.
said. "The sharing of these experiences should provide an incentive for

further improvement. No student or
school ever wins a speech festival but
every student and every school should
benefit from the educational experience."
Registration will begin in the Union.
10 a.m., April 19. Three contests are
scheduled, II a.m.. 1:30 p.m. and
3:15 p.m. The eight speech events include radio newscasting. group discussion. extemporaneous speaking, original oratory, poetry reading, serious
prose, humorous prose and public
address.
Each entrant w ill he rated "su-

perier." "excellent." "good" or "fair."
Medals will be awarded to all students receiving a rating of superior.
The judges will be members of the
University faculty, students in the
Speech Department and visiting speech
coaches.
Dr. Gardner also said that he. Professor Herschel Bricker and Miss
Carol Prentiss. instructor in speech at
the University, would not be present
for this festival as they had made plans
to attend the 49th Annual Convention
of the Eastern States Speech Association at the Sheraton Hotel

SPRING FEVER?
The Canoe City Laundromat

E" YOUR

3.1-1 No. Main St.
(11.1) TOWN,

TURE
7WERE
OWN!

MUNE

a4 ate ao444.1e4
To All Your Laundry and Cleaning Needs

d NATIONWIDE
HOUSEHOLD
FURNISHINGS

• QUICK LAUNDROMAT SERVICE
(Wash,Fluff Dried, and Neatly Folded)

wily wrapped
oadded

• FINEST SHIRTS IN EASTERN MAINE

PACKING

(We are Agents for Wong's Chinese Laundry)

CRATING

• 2-DAY PERSONALIZED DRY CLEANING SERVICE

STORAGE

Finest Work Around!

'YVAN MIS
r Orevimpara lase
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Come in and Look Around at Our Beautiful, Spotless Latmdromat
(Located opp. Woolen Mill)

YARDLEY OF LONDON, INC.
Yardley products for America are c/eated in England and rnished in the U.S.A. frOT the orpinal Ersthsh
tormulas, cornhmins imported and domer.c ,npredients. Yardley of Landon, Inc., 620 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.

We have openings for Agents!
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ATO Restriction
Partially Lifted

Music Night To Be
Presented April 24

Music Night, the last in the series
Social probation for ATO, due to of concerts to be given this year, will
last until the end of the semester, has be presented April 24 in the Memorial
been partially lifted, effective tomor- Gymnasium at 8:15.
row. according to Dean of Men John
The program, jointly sponsored by
E. Stesvart.
the Concert Series Committee and Mu
For the remainder of the semester, Alpha Epsilon, will include presentaATO can have informal "dropins," tions by the University Band. Orchesthat is girls can visit the house any tra, Chorus. and Brass Ensemble. The
time now permitted by University Senior Award of Mu Alpha Applied
regulation, but the house can have no Scholarships and new members for
next year will be announced.
organized parties.
Stewart said the action was taken
A special feature of the evening
because present ATO officers imple- %sill be Beethoven's Choral Fansavy
mented a positive plan for correcting ith the Chorus, Orchestra, and Joan
house problems.
Scarlott of Rockland as piano soloist.

Father Wessinger Is
Speaker At Canterbury

TB
AP

di

In (
CARY

IFC Lists Names
Of New Pledges

Father Paul Wessinger. a member
The following pledge reports
of the Society of St. John the Evangelist at the Monastery of St. Mary and base been received and recorded
St. John in Cahbridge, Mass., will be b? the Interfraternity Council:
the guest speaker at the 11:15 a.m. Alpha Gamma Rho, (,recn, Steservice this Sunday at the Episcopal phen Hathaway, non-resident;
Kappa Sigma, Mann. Alden H..
Chapel.
There will be an open house at the MeGeeshen, Raymond M.. resiChaplain's home, Friday. April 18, dents; Phi Gamma Delta. MacLaughIan, Donald E., resident.
from 4-6 p.m.
Tau Epsilon Phi has released
On Sunday evening, Father Wessinger will speak at an open meeting of the following men as of March
the Canterbury Association on the 24th: Kaplan, James L.. Arum.
Monastic life in the Episcopal Church. Robert P.

In C
STEWA

SUN
Al
Mat.

This shining controlboard is the object of much pride fri the WORO staff. It means better listening for
us, and operating ease for them. Rick McCann is seen here giving the 6 p.m. news. (Staff photo by Colt
Dr. Andrew Banning of
Bangor Theological St
will speak at a meeting of
University- Philosophy- Club
Monday evening. April 21.

EUROPE TOLTRS
6685 up
Representing All Tour Companies
Thos. Cook. American Express. University Travel.
Marsh. Sita. Caravan. Travelworld. and many others
no extra charges
ALDEN F. HEAD TRAVEL AGENCY
61 Main St., Bangor

ALDEN

FAI

Telephone 2-5050

IELD

the
<my
the
on

WORO Will Hold Open House
WORO. the campus radio station, 2-5 Stevens Hall, on Sunday, April
will hold an open house in their studio, 2i) from 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Ralph Hodgkins, station manager,
explained that the open house was
planned for the purpose of acquainting the general public with the nev.
facilities of the station, among them
the turntables, microphones and conBANGOR
trol board.
AND,(
TOOK
Members of the Executive commitAR003.
tee, the Radio Guild and the staff wil!
RAILROAD
be on hand to assist with the display
of these nev. features.
NORTHERN
Special invitations have been sent
MAINE
to all major campus organizations.
4
faculty members and to all broadcasting media in Bangor.
HIGH WAY
Members of the planning committee
DIVISION
are: Joyce Thompson, Beatrice Re nolds and Rochelle Hyman.

Tho
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JEFF C

1'RI. •

"RI
RI

HEAD
Ensemble To Appear

gaAida

The University String Ensemble v. il]
appear on the television program "In
Search of Knowledge" Sunday, April
20. They will perform works by Vitali
and Bartok. Members of the ensemble
are Constance Linell, Roberta White.
Harriet Hunter. Mary Holleran. and
Jane Quimby. Their coach. Robert
Groth. will provide the commentary.
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16 State St., Bangor, Me.
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OP

17.95 to 29.95
Freese's welcomes charge accounts .. . Inquire into
Freese's wonderful Revolving Credit plan...Or your
Spring formal may be put on lay away... A small
deposit will hold your purchace.
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Variety Features Union Activity

STRAND
THEATRE
Old Town
Curtaln at 7:00 P.M.
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
APRIL 17 - 14 - 19
Sat. Mat. at 1:45

"An Affair To
Remember"
In CinemaScope & Color
CARY GRANT
DEBORAH KERR
— Plus

_
"Gun Glor)"
In Cinem

aScope SE Color
STEWART GRANGER
RIIONDA FLEMING
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
APRIL 20 - 21 - 22
Mat. at 1:45 each day

istening for
oto by Cole

)use
Sunday. April
p.m.
ation manager.
)en house was
se of acquaintwith the new
1, among them
hones and con-

:cutive commitad the staff wil!
vith the display

"Man Of A
Thousand Faces"?
JAMES CAGNEY
-- Plus -"Fighting Trouble"
BOWERY BOYS
WED. • SAT.
"JOE DAKOTA"
— Plus —
"MAN IN THE SHADOW"
JEFF CHANDLER
ORSON WELLES

BIJ

0

"BUY IT IN ORONO - - BUY IT AT BURPEE'S"

F. T. BURPEE
IIARI)W
Eastern and Northern
Maine's Most Modern
Self-Seri ice Hardware
Store

5 Mill St.

Orono

DICK'S FINING -AO! Main St., Orono, Me.
FRIENDLY

COURTEOUS
SERVICE

Mechanic. on Duty
from
7 to 11
Except Sunday
Open 7 Ih:ys a Week

Panhellenic Weekend To Feature
Ball, Workshop And Musicale

Sorority women will join to- ' meeting in
Isalentine. Carnegie,
gether in a four event program and Estabr
ooke. The topics will
this weekend, under a new system be: 1. How
sorority women can
evolved by Panhellenic Council. constr
uctively influence dormitory
The Panhellenic
Weekend will life. 2. Do you know
the when,
combine sorority events formerly where, how,
and why of protocol?
scattered
through
the
spring 3. How can sororities olitain
semester.
better reputation on campus? 4.
The theme of the weekend is Why bother
with sororities? G.
"Spring Dionysia", and will fol- Attention
all those who fall asleep
low the motto "United we stand, during
sorority meetings! What
divided we fall".
can be done to stimulate partiA ball held Friday night from cipation
through efficiency? 6.
9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in Stodder What
about new sororities on
Hall will start off the events. campus
for the future? Faculty
Dick Kelso's band will provide members
and sorority alumnae
the music and the Chi-O-Tee sing- will be the
group leaders.
ing group and pianist, Ruth Moir,
The Panhellenic Weekend will
will entertain. The theme of the conclude
with The Great Greek
ball is "Festival of the Dance". Musicale
at 4:15 p.m. in the Union.
A luncheon will be served Saturday noon in Stodder Hall at
1:00 p.m. The keynote speaker
will be Dr. David Trafford of the
History and Government Department.
240 Rivington Street
Following this, a Panhellenic
New York 2, N. Y.
Workshop will be held with groups

Dr. Meyer Bloch
MAGICIAN

Yotill be satin'on top ofthe world when you change to EM

U

FRI. - SAT. - SIN. - MON.

fling committee
Beatrice Re yman.

"RUN SILENT,
RUN DEEP,"

;Ensemble will
rn program "In
Sunday, April
works by Vitali
af the ensemble
Roberta White.
Holleran. and
coach. Robert
commentan..

of the soul, as well as different
methods of approach to the unseen.
Professor Levinson will
outline and discuss the modern
implications of their respective
positions.
Next Tuesday, April 22, at 4
p.m. the Poetry Hour will feature
Edward Holmes, who will read
from The Book of Ecclesiastes.
Coffee will be served.
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.
Dale Whitney and his band will
hold a Jam session in the Bear's
Den.

HOUSE OF HITS

lave been sent
organizations.
o all broadcast-

pear

The movie to be shown at the
Union,
Friday and
Saturday
nights, April 18 and 19, will be
Man With
a Million, starring
Gregory Peck.
Sunday, April 20, at 4 p.m. in
the Bangor Room, Dr. Ronald B.
Levinson, head of Philosophy department, will lecture on Plato
and Lucretius: Mighty Opposites.
In classical philosophy, these two
authors represent opposing views
on two great questions, the existence of God and the immortality

CLARK GABLE
BURT LANCASTER
TERRIFIC TOGETHER
The Big Two!
TUES. - WEI). - THUR.
"CHEYENNE" W 11,KER

"FORT DOBBS"
1 IRCINIA
MAYO

•

HRI 1 N
KIETH

STARTS APRIL 25th

ZE

"BRIDGE ON RIVER
KWAI"
ALEC (WIN NESS

gor, lie.

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"Perfect Spot To Relax"

AINE

MON. - TUES
DEAN MA 11TP.i

ings

JERRY LEWIS
In

s T. - SUN. -

Live Modern flavor

"Jumping Jacks"
Also

rrepted

)r Sorority

Ring

nt,
m. 2-5

Idemith

"Scared Stiff"
111.1).

Till RS. • FRI.

ALAN LA DI)
WILLIAM BEN DIX
In

"Deep Six"
Also

wk. del.

RORY CALHOUN
ANNE FRANCIS
In

"Hired Gun"

You get a more
effective filter
on today's L&M
Look for the patent number
on every pack...your
assurance that you are getting
L'M's exclusive filtering action

10•11111T7

TOIRACCO CON

Best tastin'smoke you'llever find!

Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L&M. Get the flavor, the
full rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette tobaccos. The patented
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter
should be for cleaner, better smoking.
0391111 Licarre•Was'Nowa)64.
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Editorials

Any Judiciary Rates A Good Look

THE MAINE CAMPUS

CAMPUS
QUOTES

Orono, Maine, April 17, 1938

1

Bee Hive

More

Newshens Take Over - Bah!

Several proposals for a judiciary, or student court,
By Bill Farley
of women's voices. Are they arare once again being considered. Certainly no one can
This neck's question: "What do
What a change has taken place guing about editorial stands?
deny the value of such plans, but a few "if's" must you think of the University of at The Maine Campus office! The Story treatment? Future ideas?
be considered. This seems the best time to consider Mahler
women — scads of them — have Hell no! They're trying to decide what to do with those funthem; before the last word of debate has been said
taken over!
On the first day back from va- ny looking blocks that the outand positive action taken.
going business manager (a man-cation, the newly-appointed staff
If a student judiciary, any student judiciary, is
pauvre petit!) has strewn on a
editor-in-chief,
(the
girls
of
the
formally accepted will it:
table
at the other end of the
business man—be accepted and, more important, be supported
ager, the city room. Oh, oh, they've decided
by an entire student body or by a few eager but idealiseditor,
make - to throw them away (business
tic student politicians? This must be more than a labup editor, soci- manager included). Well, there
oratory in human relations. It must be realistic.
ety editor, fea- goes about $300 worth of adver—be capable of the insight and wisdom generally
ture editor, the tising that will never see print!
women's sports (Excuse me while I take anothaccorded to older men who have spent many years
editor, and er tranquilizer!) Ohh, the pierclearning the law? Judgments from a student court will
three
report- ing sounds!
involve the future of its defendants and for that reason
A male student has just enterers) were seen
must be fair. All members of this court should be
whipping ed the office. One of the girls is
thoroughly familiar with the relationship between the
slapping his hands. Now they're
around the
spirit of the law and the letter of the law.
all
pounding
hIm
something
Campus office
tierce.
—be capable of making judgments in the first few
with dust mops, dust cloths,
"What's that, girls? Oh, yes.
years that will be so fair that they will set a precedent
brooms, soap, buckets of water,
I
guess he is mean at that."
for the years to come which will be respected by stuSylvia Anderson, Newport, and measuring tape.
. . . They just told me that he
dents, faculty, administration, and parents?
Just like women! I believe had the nerve to drop cigarette
Maine: "The friendly students
The answers, we believe, will all be positive. A make the atmosphere most en- that they are planning to put up ashes
on the floor. Yes, there
judiciary at Maine can be as strong as the community joyable."
lace curtains, lay frilly shelf certainly has been a change
wants it to be. It is important, however, that everypaper in the mail boxes, put around here. And who says that
flowers all over the place, and, It's a MAN'S world?
one take an interest now. See your senator and get
to top it all off, I think they are
his answer to these or any other questions. Your inP.A. The girls have just ineven discussing placing dollies formed me that they have decidterest will mean success or failure later.
under the ash trays and type- ed to mail the Campus in pink
We have before us the opportunity to get somewriters. Another unbelievable paper and bound with blue ribthing constructive done for ourselves and the future
proposal is to print the Campus bon. (Tranquilizer, anyone?)
men and women of Maine. A strong and effectively
on scented newsprint! (Excuse
(P.P.S. Of course I am just
administered student judiciary will make Maine a betme while I take a tranquilizer.)
kidding. We are all looking forter place to be and will raise our University in the eyes
As I sit here, I am being cut ward to a good year for the
of the state. Such a plan, however, lacking the critito ribbons by the piercing sounds Campus. Good luck. girls.)
cism and final support of the student body will sooner
or later fail.

Mail Bag

Politics Will Be Interesting
Right now seems a little early to choose any political issue to discuss editorially. We would, however,
like to point out a rather interesting situation shaping
up politically, especially here at the university.
The third Congressional seat in the House of Representatives will be occupied by now representative and
University Board of Trustees member Clifford McIntire
or University faculty member, Professor Gerald Grady.
Of course, something could happen between now and
next fall to prevent this, but it is not very probable. It
should prove to be a close and, therefore, interesting
race.
Another good one might come between Senator
Payne and Governor 'Muskie for a seat in the upper
house. Both men have great ability and are reported
to be close friends.
This summer should be a good one for anyone interested in politics -- at least the politics of our day.
We would, however, like to see some of the campaign
pep revived that was so popular in days long past.
Television, always at the disposal of politicians ready
for a good, solid debate in place of the issue evasion
now in vogue, would have staggered the imagination of
Lincoln or Douglas with its possibilities.
Unfortunately, politics today for a good many
people is a matter of voting for the least objectionable
rather than the best candidate. Many don't bother to
vote at all. Perhaps a good old fashioned campaign
would change this.
It might even win an election.

SAE Status Is Clarified
To the Editor:

necessity of the members to move
to
dorms, and possible re-instateI have just returned from exStanley Eames, 11 allo well,
ment of the chapter, etc., are
tended
business
travels
read
to
Maine: "The students are among
all very much in error. In short,
the most friendly people I've met in the April 10 issue of the none of these
statements are true
Campus
article,
"SAE
House
the
on a college campus. The library
at this time.
National
Lose
Standing",
to
unis among the best in the state.
To help you straighten out the
Also, the Union is a very nice der the byline of Phyllis Warren. facts, may
I state that the NaFrankly,
Chairman
as
of
the
place with a very friendly yet
tional
of
SAE
will take no action
Alumni
Commission
for Matne
busy atmosphere."
Alpha of SAE, I read this article on any relationship with Maine
Alpha until the Maine Alpha
with considerable surprise.
Alumni Commission has met, conWhatever your source for the sidered all phases of the situaerroneous article, it was unin- tion, and made a recommendaformed and unauthorized. The tion to the National Fraternity.
current relationship between the At this point, the local Alumni
National Fraternity and Maine Commission has not met to reAlpha is strictly a matter be- view and act on the recent social
tween the National and Alumni probation matter. In any event,
Commission of Maine Alpha. I no officer or member of the acam somewhat surprised that the tive chapter has authority or the
Campus would print such a seri- facts to accurately comment to
ous and direct-statement type of any media on the matter.
article without checking source
It is my hope that you will
or facts. In this case the source, take proper steps to correct the
unknown to me presently, and irresponsible article as it apthe facts as stated, are both very peared in April 10 issue of
the
much in error.
Campus. It reflects little credit
The
National
Fraternity
of upon the Maine Campus, and is
Bob Thurlow, Augusta, Maine: SAE has not deprived Maine Al- critically
damaging
to
Maine
"The U. of M. provides as wide a pha of SAE of its national stand- Alpha of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
curriculum as any state universi- ing, nor has the Alumni Commis- and to public relations of the
ty I know of. Its campus is sion here received any notice on fraternity system as a whole.
Thank you for your attention
marvelous, offering a wide vari- such a move by National as a
Maine Alpha's place- to this request
ety of scenery for the students result of
ment on social probation recentand visitors. It's really tops!"
Donald V. Taverner
ly. Consequently, the further deChairman, Alumni Commission
tail in the article concerning the
Maine Alpha Chapter
closing of SAE's doors, the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
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"There goes old blabbermouth, now the whole neiahboshoodll know."

Joan Nleoletas, Old Orchard.
Beach, Maine: "The U. of M. has
everything imaginable to offer for
every individual's interests. It is
the finest"
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More Mail:

Ceramics And Paintings By Vibert
On Exhibition At Carnegie Hall
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To the Editor:
By Gall Carter
Hartgen, offer the student an exI am interested in knowing the
The Carnegie art exhibition of ceptional opportunity to see his
GI. students' opinion of the local
the month is an unusual display many works at one time. Rarely
Veteran's Administration office on
of ceramics and paintings by are there 100 pieces available for
campus. My experiences with it
one showing. Professor Hartgen
Dennis Vibert.
have been rather disheartening,
said,
"We are caught in a fortuand I wonder if I am alone.
Vibert, who was born in EngI have been informed I was
land and had his early education nate situation."
There has been more student
spoiled by the efficient, cordial
there, came to Canada after servservice rendered me last year by
ing in the Royal Air Force dur- enthusiasm for the ceramic disthe contact office in a Mid-Westing World War I to study cera- play than any other show this
ern college. There the checks
mics at the Quebec Provincial year. This lively, practical interest has been further shown in
were mailed to our homes on
School of Design in Montreal.
that some of the pieces have
time. Here we have to go up
:•••;.4 ,
For the past nine years he and
been purchased by the students,
'Jew officers of fah ersity student section his Canadian
like children and sign up for our A.S.M.E. LEADERS
wife have been liv- he said.
next expected check two weeks of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers are
ing
and working in Sullivan,
(I to r)
Dennis Vibert will be at Maine
early. Then we get our reward, Dale Young, lice-chairman; Jules Page,
secretary; Asst. Professor Maine where they have a pottery to conduct
an informal seminar
our check, which belongs to us Donald Deming, nth iser;
Joseph Big]. chairman; and Charles Dol. studio.
on pottery at 4 p.m. Thursday,
anyway. I was told that the ham,
treasurer.
The show pieces of Vibert's art, April 24th for the
(Photo by Gregg)
students and
reason for this is because so
according to
Professor Vincent faculty.
many G.I.s lust can't remember
to sign up unless they have to
come to 206 Library for their
checks.
The GI Bill has been earned
and is rightfully ours. I canOfficers of the University stu- ' Section problems, and a
TEXACO STATION
tour of
not see the need for a middle- dent section of the American So- the
Institute. The tour was highI
man to hand checks out person- ciety of Mechanical Engineers at- lighted by
a visit to the installs53 Main St.
ally, for two reasons. One: quite tended a regional conference at tion
site of the new atomic power
often the first time a veteran 1T.I.T., last weekend.
plant.
Orono, Maine
goes up for his check the door
The program, sponsored by the
Those that attended the conferIs closed for a coffee break. It
Nation
A.S.M.E., included the ence are Joseph H. Bigl, chairTIRES, BATTERIES, & ACCESSORIES
becomes an added art guessing
man; Dale Young, vice-chairman;
presentat
ion of technical papers
what time of day isn't coffee time.
Charles Dolham, treasurer; Jules
Two: a lot of veterans work by New England college represen- page, secretary
Tel. 6-4412
; and Asst. Prof.
right after school, and it is very tatives, discussion of
common 1)onald Deming, adviser.
difficult to rendezvous at 206
Library at the right time.
Air Conditioning-temperatures made to order-for oil-weather comfort. Get a demonstrat
Upon looking into this, I find
ion!
that Maine has the privilege of
being one of the few colleges
where veterans cannot receive
their checks directly by mail. I
was told the local post offices
aren't as fast at getting them delivered as our own private delivery service at 206 Library.
My first check
was three
months late last fall. I was told
the reason for this was that
was a transfer student. The efficient officer in the Mid-Western
college had supplied me with the
necessary forms of transfer when
I left. If he had not, it probably would have taken longer
than it did. As it was, I had to
call my Congressman to achieve
the desired results.
I realize government business
involves "red tape" but I also
think that after three months of
waiting, I was entitled to some
explanation. It took an act of
a Congressman to get It for me.
I have talked to a few veterans on campus who were transfer students and they all ogreed
service was better in their previous schools.
Of course the school year is
almost over now, but opinions
and suggestions to the right
place might improve next year's
Precision roadability was vital on this wild trail!
Grade Retarder gave extra braking on corkscrew descents.
service.
I submit the following suggestion: supply the veterans' credWith hood sealed shut by the Automobile Club of Argentina,
itors with the contact office's
a '58 Chevrolet station wagon hustled from Buenos Aires to
phone number. Then instead of
Valparaiso, Chile, and back over the highest transcontinental
making excuses to the veteran
road in the world! Twice it rocketed two miles high in the
the contact officer can make them
sky—and not one drop of oil or water was added, nor was
to the veterans' creditors.
the mighty Turbo-Thrust V8 ever shut off! Here was an
Sincerely,
all-out test of Chevy's new engine, of the Turboglide transChristopher W. Remington
mission, Jumbo-Drum brakes, Full Coil suspension and BallWe feel that you are unique,
Race steering—triumphant proof of all the advances that
since you are probably the first
have made Chevrolet great in '58!
person w h o ever complained
You'll get The best buy on the best seller!
about getting a check. I think
that most of the veterans on
campus appreciate the interest
that the office at 206 Library has
taken. You
should
remember
this: If the checks were ever
Don't miss your Cherrolet dealer's
mishandled it was not because of
lack of effort from the Veteran's
Office. You may have reason to
appreciate what that office can
and will do for you if you need
11—ed.

Local Officers Attend A.S.M.E.
Regional Conference At MIT.

KIMBALL & MARCHO

CHEVY TAMES

THE TOUGHEST

TRANSCONTINENTAL
HIGHWAY!

Atlantic to Pacific and back, across
the towering Andes, in 41 hours.

Canterbury Club will hold their
annual election of officers this
weekend. The polls will be open
on: Friday, April 18, 4-6 p.m.:
Saturday, April 19, 3-5 p.m. and
Sunday, April 20, 6-7 p.m.

APRIL SALES SPECTACULAR!

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealerfor quick appraisal—prompt delivery!
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"Do they lay eggs )ei ." Jr 1. .1. Robert Sin)Iii, Poultry heat!. and
Charles Green. Profe—i-iiiit Ihicken Sexer, examine chi('ks.

Welcome to the barns.

Photo Feature

The University Of Maine Barns
Are Big, Modern, And Sanitary
Huss Sutherland, Feature Photographer

Mary Ining, Feature Editor
Behind Rogers Hall are located
the University barns. In these
barns and pens live about 2,500
hens. 150 dairy cattle, 20 head of
beef cattle, 25 sheep, and over
thirty swine.
Two large cattle barns are connected to the main barn which
houses the hay and machinery.
Behind these we find a sheep barn,
a pig barn, and several chicken
houses. Next to the dairy barn
is located the milkroom with its
modern
methods of processing
in ilk.
Most work in the barns is done
machinery which
by
includes
mechanical gutter cleaners and a
mechanical
silo unloader.
All
barns have ventilation fans to
draw out odors and dust and keep
the temperature down.
All hay and silage used here is
produced on five University farms

located in Orono and Old Town.
About 6011 tons of silage is put
up yearly. The barn will hold
about 400 tons of hay. There are
two hay-driers which together are
able to dry about 300 tons of hay.
When both are operating, they
give off approximately 64,000 cubic
feet of air per minute.
All milk used in
University
dining rooms and cafeterias is
furnished by our dairy department. To insure sanitation, the
milk, after it leaves the pail, passes
through a pipe-line milker and
doesn't touch air again until it
enters the 800 gallon bulk tank
in the milkmen. Approximately
24oto pounds of milk is produced
each day.
The poultry department deals
mostly with experimentation. They
are experimenting with diseases
and are also trying to produce a

new-style Rhode Island Red Hen
which will be of smaller size but
will lay as many eggs as a regular
hen.
Mr. Leigh Plaisted is in charge
of the work in the barns. He is
assisted by four regular employees
and
two agriculture students,
David
Wardsworth
and Allan
Duncan, who work part time.
In the rear of the barn are
located two huge bins of hardwood
shavings which
are used for
bedding the cattle. About five
cords of bedding is used daily.
All livestock on the University
are registered.
The cows are
registered
Ayrshire.
Holstein,
Guernsey, and Jersey. The sheep
are registered Oxford, and the
pigs, registered Yorkeshire. The
University also owns two bulls,
but neither is on campus at
present.
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Jonathan Tappan, 24, Is looking for a pla)rnate.
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\lo \Airite-In Votes
For Mayor To Be
Counted This Year
The University Mayoralty Committee has announced that no
nerson will be recognized as a
clndidate for campus mayor who
not applied at the Dean of
N1,m's office before 5 p.m., April
29.
i hi is a new rule and is the result
c.- h.: furor caused here last year when
Maine's present Mayor. Ernest Park.
v- as elected on a write-in vote. The
defeated candidates and their supporters questioned the validity of Park's
claiming that he had not an7,1Lnced his candidacy nor openly
amaigied.
Since there had never been a ruling
::;ainst write-in candidacy, last year's
Mayoralty Committee, after much
. eliberation with the contesting pardecided in favor of Park.
This year. no write-in votes for
Mayor will be counted.
Active campaigning for the post
:if begin at 7 a.m.. Friday. May 2.
indidates may campaign until 8 a.m..
.7.ing the ten minute intervals beeen classes, and from 5-7:30 p.m.
No campaigning will be allowed on
either Saturday or Sunday. May 3 and
.1. On Monday. May 5. candidates
J-:iy campaign only between classes.
ry head, and
chlekm.

Panhell Ball To Be Held
Friday Night In Stockier
Tomorr.a
is i j Panliellen i e
Ball Swine Dionysia, Dick 1(e!•.
Here I ant again.
and his full orchestra will play for th.Well. yshat did I tell you?
dance. The motif is Grecian. However.
Already the last of the semester it is doubtful that togas
will be considhas started off ysith a bang. or rather : ered appropri
ate apparel. This weekthe click of dice and the delicious', end will also be a
time of slightly more
sound of folding money. Money was i serious activity.
Saturday is Sigma
won and lost and games '.sere played Phi Epsilon'
s Parents' Day.
and dealt by students and faculty
And on Sunday afternoon. frorr
alike. Chairmen and committees of two-to-five. the
Tri-Delts are having
the Ace of Spades deserve credit for a tea in
the Union. This is to mark
a job well done.
the beginning of Delta Week.
Don't forget Music Night, coming
Friday night Ysitnessed much merriment also. Phi Mu Delta held its an- a week from tonight. This event usuMayoralty Committee members for this year's campaign are (left to nual Spring House Party. Dale Whit- ally proves entertaining to everyone.
ney's orchestra provided the music.1 not just those classically inclined.
right): John Carson, Ron Hurd, Blaine Moores, Ernest Park. Bud
Ochmanski, and Frank Young. Purpose of the committee is to set
Chaperons were Rachel L. Moulton 1 Enough of this idle chitchat. you
up the campaign anti run the election.
I Stu,'" photo by Raphael
and Dean F. Tuthill. Social chairman say? .Alright. alright—here it is.
in charge of the affair was Harold , PINNED:
Deborah Arnold to CarlAnderson. Chadbourne Hall had its ton Jimmo.
Kappa Sigma: Barbara
A Mayoralty Rally will he held that
James W. Barushok. director Dorm Dance, with the music of
Dick Dunn to David Zeuli,
night at 7:30 p.m. in the Memorial of the current Masque play, anBoston ColKelso and his men. Chaperons were lege: Betsy
Gym. Campaigning will cease at the nounced a change in the cast of
Croxford to Wane Ross.
Mr.
Matthew
MeNear
y
and Mrs.
termination of the rally.
The Glass Menagerie. Suzanne Mable M. Dixon. Dance chairme Phi Gamma Delta: Laurette Martin neau to William Lynch,
Kappa SigA list or otner general mayoralty Dunn will play the part of Aman- were Joanne Good and Melissa Boom- ma: Janet
Fletcher to Virge Forbe:.
Wingfie
da
ld
place
in
Sylvia
of
campaigning rules may be obtained at
er. There were Vie Dances at Sigma Phi Gamma
Delta: Paige Naugler to
the Dean of Men's office, 205 Library. Curran.
Nu and Phi Kappa Sigma.
John Petzold. Sigma Alpha Epsilon:
Barbara Burns to David McCracken.
Sigma Chi: Martha Jellison to Richard Hamar. Pi Kappa Alpha. Davidson College.
ENG iGED: Patti Gagnon to Richard Chapman. Gardiner, Maine
Elizabeth Zacharias to Donald
Moody: Rena Hilton to Robert
Hastings. Sigma Chi '57; Janet Collin: to Eugene Toothaker. Univ. of
Penn.: Marilyn Tarr to Frank Smith,
Test cars speeding
Swansea. Mass.; Mary Weston to EdOn a hairpin turn!
ward Hartnett, Boston Univ.: Betsy
Four wheels flying!
Morancy to Edward Shimmin. Phi
Gamma Delta: Peggy Chatto to HenSpinning tires burn!
ry Moshert Jeanne Bassett to
Where the cars are tested,
Dwight Moore. Mass. Univ.: Bernice
You'll find a man
Hulse. N. Y.. to Gilbert Levy. Tat:
Stops to take big pleasure
Epsilon Phi: Elinor Ingraham. Houlton. Maine. to Frank Gooch. Kapp...
When and where 1-se can. .
Sigma: Carolyn Babcock. Come!:
Univ.. to Han. Van Leer, Phi Kapp,
Sigma '56.
MARRIED: Elizabeth Prentiss to
Fds.a,d Da.is. Sicilia Alpha Epsilon,
L,'-actton
Grounds, Chelsea, Michigan

1

MEN OF AMERICA:
THE TEST -1 NER

CHESTERFIELD

To Appear On TV
Three members of the Hauck Fund
Drive Committee will be featured tht,
Sunday on the University Television
program. "In Search of Knowledge."
The program is presented on Channel 5 from 12-1:30 p.m.. Sunday.
Arthur Mao. Judith DeMerchant
and Barr Smith will conduct an open
discussion and question period on all
phases of the Drive.

•4411ine

THE
MELLOW TONES
6 Man Combo

4e4a,

Good Music For
All Occasions
Contact

p.

,---#4114.0110

Lou Coulombe
126 Hart—Tel. 6-4418

SHOP
CUT RATE

liggeri & Myers robocco

Complete

Nothing satisfies like the

BIG CLEAN TASTE OF TOP-TOBACCO
playmate.

SHAVING ACCESSORIES
COSMETICS
24 Main St.

REGULAR

KING
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Tennis Coach Likes
Mary Ellen Sanborn has been elect- Diane Wiseman, sophomore; Joyce Practice Showings
ed as the new captain of the Maine Boardman, sophomore; Nona Higgins.
cheerleading squad for next year.
sophomore; Jane Chiarini, freshman;
From Robert Chase
The new squad includes Judy Joan Mayor, sophomore; Carolyn
New Cheerleaders Are Chosen

Holmes, sophomore; Gail Carter. Rothwell, sophomore; and
sophomore, Suzanne Dunn, junior; Kennedy, freshman.
ADVERTISEMENT

Nancy

ADVERTISEMENT

with
Max
eampe
On
ghuirnan
(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!"and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE POSTMAN COMETH
I

•

have recently received several letters from readers which
have been so interesting, so piquant, so je ne sais qua, that I
feel I must share them with all of you. The letters and my
replies follow:
SIR:
Nlaybe you can help me. I came up to college eight years
ago. On my very first day I got into a bridge game in the
student union. I am still in the same bridge game. I have never
gone to class, cracked a book, or paid any tuition. All I do
is play bridge.
To explain my long absence and keep the money coming
from home, I told a harmless little lie. I said I was in medical
school. This made Dad (my father) terribly proud. It also
enabled me to keep playing bridge. We were both very happy.
But all good things boost come to an end. Mine ended when
I came home for Christmas vacation. I arrived to find that
Sistcr (my sister) was in the hospital with an ingrown spleen.
Dr. Norbert Sigafoos, the eminent ingrown spleen surgeon, was
scheduled to operate, but unfortunately he was rin over by
a hot-food cart on the way to the scrubbing room.

Coach Larry VanPeursem's tennis
team continued practice during the
past week for a 12 meet schedule
which opens on April 24 at New
Hampshire. The team has been working steadily ever since early March
and is about ready to begin regular
season play.
Chase Showing Well
VanPeursem has been especially
pleased by the practice showing of
junior Robert Chase. A returning
letterman. Chase has improved to the
point where his coach believes him
to be formidable competition for any
opponent.
Sophomore Robert Sterritt has
shown ability and is expected to be
placed as either the number 5 or 6
man in singles. Sterritt was the top
player on the freshman squad of
last year.
As it now shapes up. VanPeursem's number 1 man will be
captain Bob McKown. After McKown, senior Ted Khoury. Chase,
and Carl Edler will be number 2
through 4 men in as yet an undecided order. Then will probably
come Sterritt and senior Bernard
Cope.
Cope, a former state high school

Golf men Confidently Preparing
For Successful Links Season
the team's only lettermen.
Along with this trio of senior stars,
the golf team should receive top services from seniors Bill Finch, Charles
Logue, Sid Hawkes, and Wayne Sanborn. George Hansen, Bill Pickard,
and Wayne Gilman head the junior
excellent
Sophomores with
The golf team, which is coached by list.
to see varsity service are
Charley Emery, has the entire team chances
Larry MacPhee, Frank Moxon. and
of last year returning along with a
strong new delegation of sophomores. Art Dickson.
Leclair stated that defending state
Captain Bill Lynch will lead the linksmen in the current campaign. Leclair, champ, Colby, would be the toughest
a senior from Orono, and Steve Getch- competition for the Black Bears in
ell, another senior from Wilton, are State Series play. Colby is led by
defending state individual champion,
Tom LaVigne. Bowdoin and Bates
champion, will see doubles action with will probably take third and fourth
McKown, Chase, Khoury, and Edler. respectively.
State Series Play Rugged
UConn Team To Beat
The University of Connecticut's
VanPeursem sees the competition
in State Series up for grabs. He points golfing team is the topheavy favorite
out that defending champion Bowdoin in the Yankee Conference. Leclair
has lost its top three men among sees his teammates as being the only
which was state individual champ, team in the Conference capable of
Bob Gardner. Nevertheless, Bowdoin stopping the UConns.
The opening matches for the golf
which is now coached by Bob Donham, has 4 returning lettermen in team will be against Connecticut at
Baldwin, Mason, Messer, and Tow Storrs on April 25. The first homeYee. Colby coach Mike Loebs has date is on April 28 against Bates. Top
5 returning lettermen and his team meet for the golf team is the Yankee
which won the championship in 1956 Conference and New Englands on
May 9-10.
is expected to cause trouble.
With bounding optimism, golfing
star Ron Leclair recently announced
at a press conference that he believes
that the Maine golf team stands an
excellent chance of winning the State
Series, and capable of making a strong
bid for the Yankee Conference title.

Your professional advancement is accelerated by our company-sponsored selfdevelopment programs: our full-time,
off-the-job Graduate Engineering Training Program and the Tuition Refund
Plan for after-hours college study. Engineers are important to all phases of
Western Electric's job as manufacturer,
purchaser, distributor and installer for
the Bell System.

Your professional advancement
"Oh, never mind,- claickled Dad (my father). "Harlow (me)
will fix Sister (my sister)."
Well sir, what could I do? If I told the truth I would make a
laughingstock out of Dad (my father) who had been !bragging
about me all over town. Also I would get yanked out of school
which would be a dirty shame just when I am beginning to
understand the weak club bid.
There was nothing for it but to brazen it out. I got Sister
(my sister) apart all right, but I must confess myself eLimpktely
at a loss as to how to »lit her back together again. Can you
suggest anything? They're getting pretty surly around here.
Sincerely,
Ilarlow Protein
Dear Harlow:
Indeed I do have the solution for you—the
solution that has never failed me when things
close in: Light up a Marlboro! Knots untie as
you puff that fine rich tobacco. Shade becomes
light a,z that grand flavor comes freely and friendlily through that splendid filter. Who can stay
glum when Marlboro gives you such a lot to like?
Not I. Not you. Not nobody.

Wester» Electric offers rtal opportunity. Some
55'; of the college graduates in our upper

levels of management have engineering degrees.
And 7,000 management positions must be filled
by newly promoted people in the next ten years.
Many of these positions will be taken by
Western Electric engineers.

SIR:
Just off the campus where I go to school there is a lake
called Lake Widgiwagan. Thirty years ago when my father was
an undergraduate here he went fishing one day in Lake Widgiwagan and dropped his Deke pin in the water. He dived for

Opportunities exist for mechanical, electrical, chemical and civil
engineers, and physical scientists. For more information pick up
a copy of "Your Opportunity at Western Electric" from your
Placement Officer. Or write College Relations, Rcom 1111E,
Western Electric Co., 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. And be
sure to sign up for a Western Electric interview when the Bell
System recruiting team visits your campus.

You guessed it! Two tickets to the Dempsey-Firpo fight.

Willis Wayde
IRS* Nloi $hulman

* • •
This column is brought to you by the makers of Marlboro
Cigarettes who suggest that if your mail has recently been
blessed with some money from home, invest it in the cigarette with the long white ash—Marlboro, of course!
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days but never found it.
Just yesterday—thirty years later, mark you!—I went fishing in Widgiwagan. I caught a four-pound bass. I took the
fis:i home, cut it open, and what do you think I found inside?
Sincerely,

a company with which to spend
your professional life is one of the most
important decisions you have to make. Choose
carefully, for your professional advancement
and rewards depend to a large degree on the
opportunities presented you.
Be sure the company itself is growing on a
solid foundation...doing important work that
has a permanent part in the nation's economy
and future. Be sure the company offers
challenging work and opportunities in your
chosen field ...for you will be happiest and
develop faster doing what you like. Be sure
the company you choose is "engineeringminded"... and has demonstrated an active
interest in the development of its engineers.
Before you decide, look around ... ask ...
compare. You will find all these opportunities
at Western Electric.
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and fen
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Opportunities spring from the work we do. As
the Bell System's manufacturing unit, Western
Electric is the world's largest maker of communications equipment. We are equipped to
produce some 65,000 different parts which are
assembled into a vast variety of apparatus and
equipment. Add to this our steady, varied defense assignments, and you see why engineering
skill gets top priority here at Western Electric.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY
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Bears Engage Massachusetts
In Weekend Baseball Series
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Cub Pastimers
Displaying Skill
In Early Play

By Ron Drogin
For the first time this season, University of Maine fans will
get a chance to see their highly touted basball team in action. The
Black Bear baseball team will be playing host to the University of
Massachusetts in a two game series, tomorrow and Saturday. Tomorrow's opening home game for the Steintowners will begin at
3:00 p.m. at the Maine Baseball Field next to the tennis courts.
Saturday's battle will get under way by's strength this season lies in its

pitching staff which is composed of
at 2:30 p.m.
captain Warren Judd, Joe Grimm.
UMass ReBuilding
An apparent "Big 3" pitching staff, Massachusetts, the defending Yan- Charles Luethke, Tony Ruvo, Dena deep catching corps, and an inter- kee Conference champions, is current- nis Towle, John Roberts, Pete Stock.
esting group of fielders highlight the ly in a rebuilding process. UMass and Dick Stacy. Judd was superb or:
1958 freshman baseball squad. Coach coach, Earl Lorden, has an untested Colby's successful Southern trip and
Jim Butterfield is optimistic in viewing pitching staff and an inexperienced he is recognized as one of the top
his squad and believes they will be outfield. Captain Joe Spadafora, a hurlers in the state.
Veteran senior Phil Golden handles
strong enough to avenge a drubbing catcher, and Leo Cassidy, an outby the Bowdoin nine last year.
fielder, are the only two starters re- the Mule's catching duties, with the
A pair of lefties, Jack Holmes and turning. Cassidy was the leading hit- infield led by Lloyd Cohen, the third
baseman. Other infielders who will
Hadden Libby, and righthander Dick ter on last year's outfit.
Kinney comprise Butterfield's "Big 3."
The Redmen's pitching staff is probably start against Maine are Tony
Behind this trio, the pitching staff led by three young sophomores, Zash, George Roden, and Dick Hunt.
has the necessary depth. Ed Skorski, Bob Eichorn, Gerry Glynn, and Also sophomores Ed Burke, Larry
Phil Taylor, Vinnie Wills, and Ray Paul Wonnik. Lorden is expect- Rose, and Ray Berberian will probIntramural Volleyball Competition
• ed to start two of these three in ably see duty. Veterans Lee OberWeed are also hurling well.
Ray Bernier. Fran Lessard. John the two day series against Maine. parleiter and Norm Gigon head the
.
Boomer. and Jon Jacobs all have
Massachusetts has been having a list of outfielders with sophomore,
rough time so far this season. They Pete Cavari, John Mantel.. and Bob
looked good behind the plate.
Dave Mosher and Larry Schiner placed fifth out of the six teams en- Purdy listed for action.
Colby has won the state chamfeature the list of fielders. Mosher tered in the Dixie-Classic at Duke on
pionships for the past two seahas been hailed the outstanding player their Southern trip.
on the team. Dave is a good hitter
The Black Bears will take to the sons. The Mules have also won
•
and can play any position well. field tomorrow sporting a 4-3 record more championships than the
By
Schiner is also being watched for his which was made on their annual other state teams with 22 individversatility. Larry is the only freshman Southern trip. Maine defeated Navy. ual titles, and 8 ties.
Ron Drogin
to play three sports. He was the start- Columbia. Maryland, and the Coast
The Bears will finish out next week
ing end on the frosh football squad, Guard. The Bears were beaten by with another two day series. This time
and starting forward on the frosh Fairleigh-Dickinson, Navy. and Rut- the Bears travel to Rhode Island to
Sports Editor
basketball team. Now he is in com- gers.
do battle on next Friday and Saturday.
petition with Mosher for the first base
Maine split against Rhode Island last
last
on
top
pitcher
Burke,
Bill
position.
year's unit and who has lost two starts year.
Neal Doucette, Larry Gardner, and this season due to lack of enough con- UConn Series Postponed
Artie Miles head the list of infielders ditioning because of a sore arm, and
The Black Bears may have received
One of the most popular activities sponsored by the University which also includes Bob Howe. Art righthander Dan Dearborn who has a gift from providence when their two
each year is the intramural athletic program. Many students, male Kilborn. Don Leach. Henry Powell. won two games and has a superb 0.90 day series at the University of ConHowe
and female, compete in these intramural sports such as basketball, Dick Rollins, and Tom Saychak.
earned run average, are expected to necticut was snowed out last weekend
outfield
the
in
are
also
Powell
and
football, volleyball, softball, etc.
start the two games against Massachu- The Huskies were heavily favored
sweepstakes along with Burt Payson setts.
over the Black Bears.
Although this program has achieved much success with stu- and Tommy Valiton.
Coach Butterfield says that the
dents, it has caused much controversy in individual dorms and fra- The frosh open their season on On Tuesday, the Bears will host
may have one of the top
in
UConns
Colby
champion,
state
the
defending
of
purpose
the
from
mainly
stems
ternities. The controversy
Tuesday. April 29. against Maine Cen3:00 p.m. Mule teams in the nation. Connecticut
at
beginning
game
a
intramural competition.
tral Institute.
coach, John Winkin, has a squad placed second in the Dixie-Classic
Many intramural participants claim that the idea of the prowhich is composed mainly of under- against the East's top baseball
sports
varsity
in
compete
to
able
not
gram is to let anyone who is
classmen with only two seniors. Col- college teams.

By Robert Kelleter

Bea4 add.

take part in the I.M.A.A. schedule. Others say that winning is most
important. and that candidates must prove themselves capable
enough in order to compete for the dorm or fraternity.
I advocate that everyone should be allowed to play. I think
that intramural sports should be for everyone, not the chosen few.
If free substitution were used. everyone interested would compete.
everyone would be happier, and intramural sports as a whole would
be improved. An intramural team which allows everyone to play
accomplishes more than the team which uses only the best men.

Spring Football
Spring football begins on Saturday at 2:30 p.m. Coach NVesterman has the makings of a championship team for next season. and
the ten days of spring practice will once again aid Westy in evaluating the true chances of his squad.
Westy's main problem will be the guard and tackle positions.
Every other position is loaded, and Westy has the enviable job of
picking starters from a large group of capable players.
The ones to watch in spring football are the freshman candidates, many of whom competed on the frosh football squad. and
others who have concentrated on academic work and have been
unable to compete.
Scoop of the Week:
In joining the bandwagon. we would like to make our prognostications on the forthcoming big league season.
The Yankees and Braves are shoo-in pennant winners. The
will be the San Francisco Giants who will get second
surprise
big
place through the efforts of Mays and a host of rookies. The probable order of finish in the American League, according to our new
silver ball. is New York, Boston, Cleveland, Detroit. Chicago.
Baltimore, Washington, and Kansas City. Behind Milwaukee
will be San Francisco, St. Louis, Cincinnati. Los Angeles. Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Chicago.
Bear Facts:
Former UMass star, Lefty Lumenti, is now a regular hurler for
the Washington Senators; his rise to fame proves that the Yankee
Conference can be a stepping stone for top athletes.
Baseballers averaged only .213 batting average on Southern
trip .. . Eberbach led the way with eight hits in 24 tries for a .333
average. McCabe for 4 for 13 for .308.
Baseball team has now been credited with a 9-5 win over Navy
after losing to the Midshipmen, 4-2. Originally Maine's win was
thought to be an exhibition, but it is now considered as an official
victory which gives the Bears an official 4-3 Southern trip.

Trackmen Almost Ready;
Season Begins April 26
With the season's opener only a Styrna will have practically the same
week away. Coach Ed Styrna has been team which competed for him during
stepping up the tempo of the daily the indoor season.
workouts for his varsity trackteam. "The strength of this track team."
says Styrna. "is in overall team balance." Styrna is confident that his
charges can win their two dual meets
against New Hampshire at Durham
on April 26, and against Boston College at Orono on May 3.
In the sprints, Styrna is counting
heavily upon junior Phil Haskell. who
The Maine coeds, w ith Marie Ifill last year won the state 100 yd. dash
as chairman, will be hostesses
acting
Sigma
DONNELL.
BILL
lb.
180
The quarter mile is the top weakColby. and Farmington State
Bates,
to
weightlifting
shows
Chi Junior,
this year. Dave Maxcy, a very
ness
intercollegiate
an
at
College
own
Teachers
technique as he presses
capable 440 man, has graduated, and
weight. Lifting is becoming very playday April 19.
popular with students.
Scheduled activities w ill include Styrna hopes that sophomore Ace
fistball and trampoline in the morning, Conro can step into Maxcy's speeds
COMING EVENTS
lunch at North Estabrooke followed shoes and score.
Dale Bessey will run the half mile
by a social hour. a tour of the campus.
April 18, Friday
recreational games in the afternoon. and Bess should be a consistent scorer
V. Baseball, Massachusetts
Refreshments will be served 3:30-4:00 for the Bears. Dale has been havint
3:00 p.m.—Me. Baseball Field
p.m. Registration is 9:30- 10:00 a.m. a sensational season, and if Bates
April 19, Saturday
Anyone interested in participating Rudy Smith tangles with him in tht
Massachusetts
Baseball.
V.
this playday is asked to sign-up 880. the results should prove interest
in
2:30 p.m.—Me. Baseball Field
either at the dormitory or at the Wom- ing. Dick Law, who will team up witt
Tuesday
22,
April
en's Gym by April 17.
Dan Rearick in the mile. may atm
V. Baseball, Colby
The Physical Education Majors Club run in the 880. Rearick, Carl Mae
Field
Baseball
3:00 p.m.—Me.
contributed to the annual high school Donald, and Bob Dean will team to
April 24, Thursday
day. April 12, by lending their voices
Varsity Tennis at New Hampshire in a panel discussion regarding physi- gether in the two-mile.
The hurdles delegation was hurt b3
April 26, Saturday
cal education as a professional career
the graduation of Joel Stinson. bu
V. Baseball at Rhode Island
for women.
V. Track at New Hampshire
A film entitled "They Grow Up So with Bill Schroeder and Sam Ivo
V. Golf at Rhode Island
Fast" concluded the program for the competing this event will not be weak
V. Tennis at Rhode Island
future Maine students who had pre- Schroeder teams with Dave Linekit
viously indicated their interest in this in the pole vault, which might be con
Frosh Track, Portland H.S.
major area of college.
sidered the Bear's strongest event.
2:00 p.m.—Me. Athletic Field

Maine Women
Host Playday
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Elliott Pays Visit
To Maine Campus
(Continued from Page One)

Candidates for WSGA officers are (front row left to right): B. York,
.4. Hastings, C. Bothwell, J. Fletcher, and J. Toothaker. (Back row
left to right): M. Butler, E. Shibles, M. Thompson. J. Adams. J.
Hanson, E. Pope, and J. Anderson.
(Stag photo hv Grcee)

his job as executive assistant to the
president at Cornell and his new job.
Elliott said that at Cornell he had to
coordinate the relations between the
school and alumni whereas at Maine
the coordination will have to be between the university, the legislature
and other sources of public funds. As
to the meeting with the legislature.
Elliott said he foresees no difficulties.
as it is the responsibility of the president to tell the legislature just what is
needed at the University just as it is
the responsibility of the legislator to
see that the University gets what is
needed.

Elliott sees his job at the University
as: Finding and keeping the best possible faculty, keeping the salaries and
morale as high as possible; recruiting
Peter Wiley has been named
and selecting the best student body.
Notice
head proctor of the North Dorms
trying to weed out those who are not
for the year 1958-1959.
Mechanical difficulties prevent pub- really interested in getting an eduApplications for next year's lication of the Literary Supplement cation; providing the
best equipment
proctors must be turned into the this week. Publication date will be for teaching and learning, and
inDean of Men's Office by April 21. announced next week.
tegrating the whole program.

tic
IN THE TWENTIES, up-to-date college

WILLIAM WESER.

Squealer Healer

LA SALLE COLLEGE

OBSTACLE IN A
CROSS-COUNTRY RACE?

WHAT'S AN

DAVID IIREAZIALE.
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Harrier Barrier

CROWN

gals wore raccoon coats, danced the
Charleston and smoked Luckies.
What's the rage on campus today?
Raccoon coats. The Charleston. And
Luckies! The conclusions are obvious.
1. Luckies were tops for taste in the
Twentiesand still are.2.Smartsmokers
knew it and still do. So any gal who
takes Luckies to a Roaring 20's party
is a Dapper Flapper! And by George,
the boy friend who sports 'em, too, is
a Couth Youth! Prediction: In the
1980's, raccoon coats, the Charleston
and light, good-tasting tobacco will
still be in style!

Dr. York, State Historian,
Is Writing Book On Maine
gives over twenty-five talks yearly over
various aspects of Maine history.
Want to know anything .bout the
York is chairman of a committee
state of Maine? See Dr. Robert York,
that will write the Centennial History
150 Stevens Hall. Dr. York. a proof the University of Maine.
fessor of History here at the UniversiHe is also writing a book on the
ty, has been the Maine State HisHistory of Maine, which is two years
torian since 1956.
past publication date. York states.
His main duty as state historian is "I am very reluctant to predict the
to answer questions about Maine's exact publication date because I have
history that nobody else seems to missed so many deadlines."
know the answers to. As chairman of
York is a native of Wilton. Maine.
the Committee on the Destruction of He graduated from Wilton Academy
Old Records, he must also approve in 1933 and Bates in 1937. He rethe destruction of any state docu- ceived his Master's Degree from Clark
ments. Another duty is to approve University in 1938 and his Ph.D. in
town histories in order for them to 1945. After leaving college he served
apply for a state stipend. He has re- in the Pacific with the United States
cently approved a history of Aurora, Navy for 31
/
2 years after which he
Maine, written by Herbert Silsby of worked with the Office of Naval HisEllsworth.
tory in Washington. D. C. In the fall
York also represents Maine in the of 1946 he came to Maine.
North American Association of HisYork and his wife, Virginia, were
toric Sites Public Officials and is a schoolmates at Bates. She is also a
member of the Standing Committee native of Wilton and graduate of Oak
of the Maine Historical Society. He Grove Seminary and Bates. They have
two children—a son, Paul, 8. and a
daughter. Anne, 7.
In March York. with Governor
Muskie and Fred Clough, Head of
the Department of Economic Development, did a program on tape over a
Boston radio station about Maine's
past, present, and future. He has written the article on Maine in the World
Book Encyclopedia and is presently
writing a similar article for the Funk
and Wagnalls Universal Encyclopedia.
York, Dr. Frank Foster, Dean Emeritus Mariner of Colby, and Louis Cook
of Friendship compose a committee
which is distributing the library of
Mrs. William Hahn of Friendship to
the University of Maine, Colby, and
the Friendship Library. The library,
collected by her husband, Dr. Hahn,
has been preserved intact and is regarded by York as being -the finest
private collection of Maine history
books in the state of Maine."

Richard Twitchell Is
New Delta Tau Prexy
Richard S. Tv.itchell of Norway,
Me., is the newly elected president
of
Delta Tau Delta.
Other new officers include: William
E. Hansen of Bangor. vice
president;
Lawrence A. Thurrell of East
Wolfeboro. New Hampshire, treasurer;
Grey
S. Lane of Ridgewood, New
Jersey,
corresponding secretary; and Anthony
J. Urbano of Portland.
recording secretary.

Prism Jobs Open
STUDENTS! MAKE $25

ROSERT BUDNITZ,
YALE

Fight Site

Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy money
—start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print —and for hundreds more that never get used.
Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers. Both
pacteepemenv,
words must have the same number of syllables. Don't do draw111111111111111111111
ings.) Send your Sticklers with
your name, address, college and
class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box
67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

WHAT ARE A COMEDIAN'S WRITERS?

WHAT ARE

IMPOLITE CHILDREN?

LUCKY
STRIKE

Sophomores may now apply for the
positions of Editor and Business
Manager of the 1960 Prism.
Applications should be made by
letter or in person, to Prof.
Brooks E.
Hamilton of the Journalism
Department, 2 Fernald Hall, by Friday.
April
25th,
The Student-Faculty Committee
on
Student Publications will choose
the
people for the new positions on
April
28th.

Classified
FOR SALE: Black suit—perfect con(lition. Contact Eliot Rich, Tau Epsilon Phi.

People Sol —
ifose
Assei ‘44 at PARK'S
LEONARD OUSEN.
U

Laugh Staff

CI' MISSOURI

GERALD FORT.
U

Rude Brood

CIGARETTES

OF MINNESOTA

TENNIS BALLS
BASEBALLS

LIGHT UP A

light SMOKE

LIGHT UP A LUCKY!

SOFT BALLS

PARK'S
CA

T CG.1
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By Mary Irving

Product of ck tint/titan Seacco-erray —"glace* is our middle name"
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